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Abstract. The integration of conﬁguration systems to support supply
chain integration of conﬁgurable products is still an open research issue.
Current conﬁgurator approaches are designed for solving local conﬁguration problems but there is no support for the integration of multiple
conﬁguration systems. In order to facilitate distributed conﬁguration of
customizable products we employ cooperating conﬁguration agents capable of managing requests and posting conﬁguration subtasks to remote
conﬁguration agents. For integrating diﬀerent knowledge representation
formalisms of conﬁguration agents we apply broadly used conﬁguration
domain speciﬁc modeling concepts to design shareable ontologies which
can be interpreted by other agents. These concepts are deﬁned as UML
(Uniﬁed Modeling Language) stereotypes which can be automatically
translated into a conﬁguration agent’s knowledge representation.

1

Introduction

Knowledge-based conﬁguration systems have a long history as a successful AI
application area and today form the foundation for a thriving industry (e.g.
telecommunication, automotive industry, computer industry, or ﬁnancial services). A new challenge for the employment of conﬁguration systems is their
integration into the value chain of one or more product families (supply chain
integration). While supply chain management of standardized, mostly well deﬁned products is quite well supported by upcoming electronic marketplaces,
auctioning mediators, or automatic purchasing systems, current conﬁguration
technology does not oﬀer concepts and tools supporting supply chain integration of conﬁgurable products.
Conﬁguration systems have likewise progressed from their rule-based origins
to the use of higher level representations such as various forms of constraint satisfaction, description logics, or functional reasoning. This variety of representation
formalisms causes incompatibilities between conﬁgurators and the question has
to be answered how to integrate these systems. The increased use of knowledgebased conﬁgurators in various application domains as well as the increasingly
complex tasks tackled by such systems ultimately lead to both the knowledge
bases and the resulting conﬁgurations becoming larger and more complex. In this
context, eﬀective knowledge acquisition is crucial since conﬁgurator development
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time is strictly limited, i.e. the product and the corresponding conﬁguration system have to be developed in parallel.
For the development of conﬁguration agents, we show how these challenges
can be met by using a standard design language (UML - Uniﬁed Modeling Language [12]) as notation in order to simplify the construction of a logic-based
description of the domain knowledge as well as the construction of a common
interpretable ontology which serves as basis for inter-agent communication. UML
is widely applied in industrial software development as a standard design language. We employ the extension mechanism of UML (stereotypes) in order to express conﬁguration domain speciﬁc modeling concepts. The conﬁguration agent
development process is represented in Fig. 1. First we select a shared product
model represented in UML (provided by a supplier) and a communication protocol, which together constitute a shared ontology for cooperative conﬁguration.
The shared product model represents those component types and constraints
of a supplier‘s conﬁgurable product, which should be visible for other conﬁguration agents, i.e. can be integrated in their local product model. The shared
product model is imported and integrated into the local product model which is
designed in UML (1). After syntactic checks of the correct usage of the modeling
concepts (2) this model is non-ambiguously translated into logical sentences (3).
The resulting conﬁguration agent is validated by the domain expert using test
runs on examples (4). In case of unexpected results, the product model can be
revised (1), otherwise it can be employed in productive use. Additionally, if the
generated conﬁguration agent acts as a supplier as well, those components and
constraints, which should be visible to customer agents must be made public,
i.e. provided as a shareable product model (5).
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Fig. 1. Conﬁguration Agent Development Process
The paper is organized as follows. First we characterize a conﬁguration task
and give a formal deﬁnition of a distributed conﬁguration task (Section 2). By
giving an example from the domain of hardware/software conﬁguration we discuss commonly used concepts for modeling conﬁguration domains and their deﬁnition in UML. Further we show how these concepts can automatically be trans-
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lated into an executable logic representation (Section 3). In Section 4 we show
how to integrate two conﬁguration agents using XML (Extensible Markup Language) as communication language. In Section 5 we discuss the structure of our
prototype system. Sections 6 and 7 contain related work and conclusions.

2

Distributed Configuration Task

In practice, conﬁgurations are built from a predeﬁned catalog of component
types of a given application domain. These component types (types) are described through a set of properties (attributes), and connection points (ports)
representing logical or physical connections to other components. The attributes
have an assigned domain (dom). The domain description (DD ) of a conﬁguration
task contains this information and additional constraints on legal conﬁgurations.
The actual conﬁguration problem has to be solved according to a set of speciﬁc
user requirements (SRS ). Based on this deﬁnition of a local conﬁguration task [5]
we deﬁne a Distributed Conﬁguration Task through the following sets of logical
sentences.

– DD = DDi , where DDi is the DD of agent i (i ∈ {1..n} and n is the
numberof conﬁguration agents1 ).
– SRS = SRSi .
A conﬁguration result is described through sets of logical sentences (COMPS,
ATTRS, CONNS). In these sets, the employed components, attribute values, and
established connections of a concrete customized product are represented.

– COMPS = COMPSi , where COMPSi represents sets of literals of the form
type(c,t). t is included in the set of types deﬁned in DDi . The constant c
represents the
 identiﬁer of a component.
– CONNS = CONNSi , where CONNSi represents sets of literals of the form
conn(c1,p1,c2,p2). c1, c2 are component identiﬁers from COMPSi . p1 (p2)
is a port of 
the component c1 (c2).
– ATTRS = ATTRSi , where ATTRSi represents sets of literals of the form
val(c,a,v), where c is a component identiﬁer, a is an attribute of that component, and v is the actual value of the attribute (selected from the domain
of the attribute).
The concept of a Consistent Distributed Conﬁguration is deﬁned as follows.
Definition: Consistent Distributed Configuration. If (DD, SRS) is a
conﬁguration problem and COMPS, CONNS, and ATTRS represent a conﬁguration result, then the conﬁguration is consistent exactly iﬀ DD ∪ SRS ∪ COMPS
∪ CONNS ∪ ATTRS can be satisﬁed.
We specify that COMPS includes all required components, CONNS describes
all required connections, and ATTRS includes a complete value assignment to all
1

Note that DDi can also include imported product models.
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variables in order to achieve a complete distributed conﬁguration2 . Let AXcomp
be the additional sentences for completeness purpose.
In order to assure completeness and correctness of the distributed conﬁguration w.r.t. the overall conﬁguration task the following sentence must hold:
– DD ∪ SRS ∪ COMPS ∪ CONNS ∪ ATTRS ∪ AXcomp is consistent iﬀ ∀i :
DDi ∪ SRSi ∪ COMPS ∪ CONNS ∪ ATTRS ∪ AXcomp is consistent.
This sentence is fulﬁlled if we allow in DD only sentences using type, conn, and
val literals since COMPS ∪ CONNS ∪ ATTRS ∪ AXcomp is a complete theory
w.r.t. these literals. A distributed conﬁguration, which is consistent and complete
w.r.t. the domain description and the customer requirements, is called a Valid
Distributed Conﬁguration.
In order to calculate solutions for a given distributed conﬁguration task we
employ asynchronous backtracking [14], which oﬀers the basis for bounded learning strategies supporting the reduction of search eﬀorts. This eﬃcient revision of
requirements and design decisions is of particular interest for integrating conﬁgurators, since supplier agents eventually discover conﬂicting requirements (nogoods) which must be communicated back to the requesting conﬁgurator.

3

Construction of Configuration Agents

In order to coordinate the distributed conﬁguration process and to permit knowledge interchange between conﬁguration agents, parts of the agents‘ knowledge
bases must be shared. For representing the shared conﬁguration knowledge we
employ conﬁguration domain speciﬁc modeling concepts deﬁned as UML stereotypes. Note that UML is no precondition for designing product structures but
alleviates construction and maintenance of these models as has been shown in [4].
Conﬁguration models, that are designed using these concepts can be translated
into the logic representation of a speciﬁc conﬁguration agent.
The shared knowledge together with an agreed upon communication protocol
are the constitutive parts of a common ontology which is the prerequisite for the
communication between conﬁguration agents. In [2] diﬀerent interpretations of
ontologies in AI are discussed. First, ontologies are content theories about the
sorts of objects, properties of objects, and relations between objects that are
possible in a speciﬁed domain of knowledge. They provide the potential terms
for describing the knowledge about the domain. Second, ontologies are a body of
knowledge describing some domain using a representation vocabulary. Exactly
this second interpretation is represented in our approach to distributed conﬁguration. In the following we shortly discuss the conﬁguration domain speciﬁc
modeling concepts expressed as UML stereotypes and their translation into an
executable logic representation3.
2
3

This is accomplished by additional logical sentences which can be generated using
the domain description (see [5] for more details).
A detailed discussion on the translation rules can be found in [4].
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We do not employ any conﬁguration agent speciﬁc knowledge representation,
but propose a translation into the component port model formalism, which is
well established for modeling and solving conﬁguration problems [7]. In general, consistency-based tools based on this model can use the logic theory derived from the UML model. Fig. 2 shows the knowledge bases of two conﬁguration agents (hardware and software conﬁguration agent). The shared conﬁguration knowledge is identiﬁed by emphasized components and constraints
between these components (software-package,development-environment,desktoppublishing, os,os-1,os-2,os-3,text-editor ). Exactly these components are incorporated into the local conﬁguration model of the hardware conﬁguration agent. In
order to understand the graphical notation we shortly deﬁne the basic modeling
concepts speciﬁc for the conﬁguration domain and show the translation into the
component port representation.
– Component Types We use a stereotype class for representing component
types since some limitations on these classes have to hold, e.g. there are no
methods, attributes are limited to simple data types and enumerations. The
component types of the hardware conﬁguration agent in Fig. 2 are translated
into the following types, attributes, and ports deﬁnitions:
types={pc, ﬂoppy-unit, hd-unit, scsi,...}.
attributes(pc)={maxprice},...
dom(pc, maxprice)={0..10000},...
ports(pc)={ﬂoppy-unit-port, hd-unit-port, motherboard-port,...}.

– Requires X requires Y means, if X is part of the product then Y must
be part of the product too. The constraint motherboard-2 requires p-II is
translated as follows:
type(ID1, motherboard-2)⇒
∃(ID2) type(ID2, p-II) ∧ conn(ID2, motherboard-port, ID1, cpu-port).

– Incompatible X incompatible Y denotes the fact that two components
cannot be used within the same conﬁguration. The incompatible relation is
deﬁned as a binary relation with a multiplicity of 1..1 in the UML model.
The constraint motherboard-1 incompatible p-I is translated as follows:
type(ID1, motherboard-1) ∧ type(ID2, p-I)
∧ conn(ID2, motherboard-port, ID1, cpu-port) ⇒ false.

– Resources They impose additional constraints on the possible product
structure. Some components can contribute to a resource whereas others
are consuming a speciﬁed quantity from the resource. In an actual conﬁguration the resources must be balanced, i.e. the consumed resources must
not exceed the provided resources. The contribution and consumption of a
resource is modeled through relations consumes and produces. In our example, the price of a pc component must be less than or equal to the maximum
price imposed by the customer (maxprice in Fig. 2).
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– Ports and Connections Not only the quantity and kind of the employed
components can be important, but also how diﬀerent components are connected to each other. Components can be connected through connection
points (ports). One port can only be connected to exactly one other port,
e.g. at-bus-connector is connected to at-bus-slot (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Conﬁguration Knowledge Bases
– Additional modeling concepts and constraints The discussed modeling concepts have shown to cover a wide range of application areas for
conﬁguration [11]. Despite this, some application areas might have a need
for special modeling concepts not covered so far. UML stereotypes are an
extension mechanism with which further modeling concepts can be built into
UML by adapting the corresponding meta model. In order to deﬁne restrictions on the usage of the stereotypes well-formedness rules can be deﬁned in
OCL (Object Constraint Language), which is an integrative part of UML.
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Beside the deﬁnition of the shared conﬁguration knowledge, the model of the
conﬁguration agents‘ dynamics is the second major part of a common ontology.
In order to model the allowed states of an agent’s conﬁguration process we
employ state charts. State transitions are triggered by messages from (to) remote
conﬁguration agents. A simple example of an agent communication protocol is
given in Fig. 3. First, the local agent (B) receives a request for conﬁguration
from a remote conﬁguration agent denoted as agent A (1). B either calculates a
consistent conﬁguration and returns the result to A (2) or posts a conﬁguration
subtask to agent C (3), or is not able to ﬁnd a consistent solution (6). If B receives
a consistent subconﬁguration from C (4), it continues the local search process
and returns a found solution to A. If C does not ﬁnd a consistent solution (5), B
tries to calculate an alternative solution considering the nogoods from C4 . If A
accepts the solution received from B, this acceptance is communicated to C (7),
otherwise A does not accept the found solution (8).

fromA.accept /
config_ok
[ self.solution ] /
(2)
toA.completeconfig

(7) toC.accept
fromA.noaccept /

(8) toC.noaccept
do_config

[ self.nosolution ] /
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Fig. 3. Agent Communication Protocol

4

Example: Distributed Configuration Using XML

In order to show the interaction process between conﬁguration agents based on
the shared ontology discussed in Section 3 we give a simple example for conﬁguring computer systems. For supporting knowledge interchange between the involved conﬁguration agents we employ XML (Extensible Markup Language [13])
as agent communication language which is a standard for information exchange
in the Internet. In order to enable the exchange of conﬁguration knowledge via
XML we need to translate the common ontology modeled in UML (see Section 3) into XML DTDs which deﬁne the structure of exchangeable XML messages between the conﬁguration agents. DTDs are primarily used for checking
the conformity of received XML documents containing conﬁguration data with
the deﬁned ontological commitments.
In the following example XML documents represent the relevant conﬁguration information which is exchanged between the agents. While agent B is
4

Nogoods represent conﬂicting value instantiations causing contradictions in C‘s
knowledge base.
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capable of conﬁguring computer hardware, agent C calculates software conﬁgurations. In the following scenario B is contacted by a customer for conﬁguring
a pc system. C is responsible for conﬁguring the software-package since detailed
knowledge about software conﬁguration is not available for B.
First, B is contacted by the user via the user interface. The customer orders one ﬂoppy-unit, one eide-unit with one hdd-eide-1, a motherboard-2, a p-II
cpu, and a software-package consisting of an os-1 and a desktop-publishing system. The ﬂoppy-unit, motherboard, eide-unit, and cpu are conﬁgured without
communicating with other conﬁguration agents. For conﬁguring the softwarepackage B contacts C. The components os-1 and desktop-publishing are sent as
initial (partial) conﬁguration to C as follows 5 .
¡requestconﬁg¿
¡software-package¿ ¡os-1/¿ ¡desktop-publishing/¿
¡/software-package¿
¡/requestconﬁg¿

C tries to expand the partial conﬁguration and detects the incompatibility
between os-1 and desktop-publishing since a desktop-publishing system either
requires an os-2 or an os-3. The following message is sent from C to B.
¡nogoods¿
¡software-package¿ ¡os-1/¿ ¡desktop-publishing/¿
¡/software-package¿
¡/nogoods¿

B includes the nogoods as constraints into its local knowledge base. Since B
is unable to calculate a consistent solution, the nogoods are presented to the
customer. The customer decides to order os-1 without a corresponding desktoppublishing system, i.e. the following message is sent from B to C.
¡requestconﬁg¿
¡software-package¿ ¡os-1/¿
¡/software-package¿
¡/requestconﬁg¿

C accepts B‘s conﬁguration and sends the following message to B.
¡completeconﬁg¿
¡software-package¿ ¡os-1¿¡price¿100¡/price¿¡/os-1¿
¡/software-package¿
¡/completeconﬁg¿

B accepts the conﬁguration by sending an ¡accept/¿ message to C.

5

Prototype Development Environment

In order to realize the concepts discussed in this paper we have implemented a
prototype development environment for cooperative conﬁguration agents. The
5

Messages are divided into three diﬀerent layers conforming the Knowledge Sharing
Eﬀort (KSE) model of knowledge interchange (content, message, and communication
layer). For reasons of space limitations we only present portions of the communicated
XML documents.
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CASE tool Rational Rose is employed for specifying the agents product model
as well as the communication protocol. For alleviating the model interchange
between diﬀerent modeling environments we translate the agent models speciﬁed in Rational Rose into a neutral XMI (XML Metadata Interchange [10])
representation which is further translated into the knowledge representation of
the corresponding conﬁguration agents. In order to calculate conﬁgurations we
employ an industrial-strength conﬁguration engine (ILOG Conﬁgurator C++
library). Conﬁguration agents are implemented as distributed COM (Component Object Model) objects. The translation from XML to C++ is done by
integrating the IBM XMLC XML parser.

6

Related Work

In order to solve large scale conﬁguration problems, [3] propose a network of design agents that represent part catalogs and design constraints. The whole problem is decomposed into sub-problems of manageable size which are solved by the
agents. Designing large scale products requires the cooperation of a number of
diﬀerent experts. In the SHADE (Shared Dependency Engineering) project [9]
a KIF [8] formalism was used for representing engineering ontologies. Giving an
example of a spring construction, the integration of a project engineering agent
responsible for the deﬁnition of the component hierarchy and basic properties
of mechanical components, a spring design agent responsible for the design of
the detailed technical structure and an optimization agent responsible for optimization tasks is shown. The main focus of [3] is on eﬃcient distributed design
problem solving, [9] concentrate on the integration of diﬀerent design views,
whereas our concern is to provide eﬀective support of distributed conﬁguration
problem solving , where knowledge is distributed between diﬀerent agents having
a restricted view on the whole conﬁguration process.
For the exchange of knowledge between agents in a Web-based environment
XML is an adequate representation language since it is an evolving standard for
information interchange in the Internet. XML standards are deﬁned for various
application areas, e.g. XMI is a standard for exchanging models deﬁned in a
modeling language conforming the MOF standard (Meta Object Facility).
Automated generation of logic-based knowledge bases through translation
of domain speciﬁc modeling concepts expressed in terms of a standard design
language like UML has not been discussed so far. Comparable research has been
done in automated and knowledge-based Software Engineering [6]. [1] deﬁne
a formal semantics for object model diagrams based on OMT for supporting
assessments of requirement speciﬁcations. Our work is complementary since our
goal is the generation of executable logic descriptions.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an UML-based environment for the construction of cooperative conﬁguration agents. The integration of businesses by Inter-
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net technologies boosts the demand for integrative coordination of knowledgebased systems, such as conﬁguration systems which have to move from standalone to cooperative systems. In this context the agent paradigm is a quite
suitable approach since each conﬁgurator can be seen as an autonomous acting
entity, receiving requests and demanding customizable parts. A precondition for
integrating conﬁguration agents is the deﬁnition of a common ontology using
concepts interpreted in the same way by the conﬁguration agents. In order to
integrate conﬁguration agents in an Internet environment XML is the appropriate language for exchanging knowledge between agents, since it is a wide spread
standard and easy to integrate in Web-based applications.
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